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Abstract 
We trained a deep neural network to classify images of cars facing 36 different directions, on a 2D image 
dataset rendered from 3D car models. After achieving a validation accuracy of 98.23%, we applied a 
series of interpretation techniques, including semantic dictionary, spatial attribution, and channel 
attribution, to the trained model, which enable us gain important insights on how the model recognized 
a car’s direction. For example, the channel attribution technique reveals in a certain layer, which filters 
contribute the most to distinguish a front facing car from a right facing car. Moreover, there are 
interactive interfaces for all the experiments, and readers could explore the interpretation of the model 
in a notebook environment.  
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1.	Introduction	
With new architectures, improved algorithms, and more powerful computing hardware, the deep 
convolutional neural network has achieved huge breakthroughs in image classification and object 
detection in the last six years. As a result, some futuristic concepts like autonomous driving are 
becoming a reality.  
However, due to the complex non-linear structure, these powerful deep learning models work in a black 
box manner, and we do not know exactly how they arrived at their predictions. The interpretation of 
deep neural networks is of great importance, since if the reason behind a deep learning model’s good 
performance remains unknown, we could not efficiently extract the key successful elements and apply 
them to future model design.  
In this paper, we trained a GoogleNet [7] to classify a car’s direction on computer-generated imagery 
[1], which removes the low-level variation associated with photographic images, and applied a series of 
interactive interpreting methods [4] on the model. 
1.1	Overview	
Our analysis began with rendering a set of 2D images of cars facing 36 different directions, based on the 
Princeton ModelNet [10] 3D object dataset. Then, a GoogleNet was trained to do classification on the 
dataset. Finally, we visualized all the filters in the layers after nine Inception modules and combined 
these filter visualizations to build interactive interpretation interfaces.  
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2.	Related	Work	
To build an autonomous driving system, it is crucial to know how other cars on the road are moving, and 
the direction of a car could be an important indicator of how it would move next. Thus, to understand 
how a convolutional neural network recognizes the direction of cars would be beneficial. 
Regarding visualization and interpretation of deep neural networks, at first, there has been work 
focused solely on feature visualization [2, 3, 5, 8] or attribution [8, 9, 12]. Later on, some work [6, 11] 
came up trying to do interpretation in a concert. The “The Building Blocks of Interpretability” [4] 
summed up previous efforts and constructed multiple powerful interfaces. Our interpretation methods 
are mainly based on work in [4]. 
The idea of applying computer-generated imagery to train the convolutional neural network comes from  
[1], in which the authors rendered computer-generated imagery, to not only produce the dataset in a 
fast, economic way, but also gain control over conditions such as lighting configuration and 3D 
viewpoint.  
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Figure 3.1: Example images of the dataset 
3.	Description	of	Research	Results	
In this chapter we describe the generation of dataset, training of the GoogleNet and interpretation 
mechanism and the result. 
3.1	Dataset	Generation	
The Princeton ModelNet database contains 3D CAD models of objects that belong to various categories. 
From the car category, 141 models were selected. With OpenGL, we rendered images from 36 azimuth 
angles around each car, with a fixed elevation angle of 10 degrees. There are 5076 images generated in 
total. Examples from the dataset are shown in figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.2: Accuracy log                Figure 3.3: Loss log 
3.2	Model	Training	
The 5076 images are split into training data and validation data with a split ratio of 5:1. More 
specifically, six images are randomly picked for each car.  
With Adam (learning rate set to 0.001) as optimizer, and categorical Cross-Entropy as loss function, the 
GoogleNet (Inception-v1) model was trained for 190 epochs. The training converges quickly, and after 
190 epochs, the model achieved a training accuracy of 100% and validation accuracy of 98.23%. The 
accuracy history is shown in the figure 3.2 and loss history is show in figure 3.3. With a high validation 
accuracy, we could be confident about the validness of interpretation results. 
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Figure 3.4: Visualization of filters from layer mixed_3b 
   
Figure 3.5: Visualization of filters from layer mixed_4d 
	 	 	
Figure 3.6: Visualization of filters from layer mixed_5b 
 
Figure 3.7: Visualization of a filter from layer mixed_4d versus image from class 7 and class 25 
3.3	Filter	Visualization	
By visualizing filters, we can directly inspect and see some of the patterns that the model is trying to 
recognize. Moreover, interpretation interfaces, such as a semantic dictionary and channel attribution, 
can be built with the filters’ visualization. 
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Figure 3.8: Interface of spatial attribution 
We chose the Laplacian Pyramid Gradient Normalization as the visualization method, as it renders 
visualization of filters with clear details while keeping high-frequency noise low. Filters in layers which 
are located directly after an Inception module were visualized, and there are nine such layers. Examples 
of visualizations are shown in figure 3.4, figure 3.5 and figure 3.6 
The figures show the filters in lower layers are trying to pick up some basic pattern like a line or a sharp 
corner. More interesting visualizations appear when we go higher. The visualizations of filters in the 
middle layers, including mixed_4c, mixed_4d and mixed_4e, are easier to understand for humans. We 
can associate some of the visualizations with certain images by simply looking at them. For example, the 
left image in figure 3.7 is a visualization of a filter in layer mixed_4d, and it is obvious that the filter is 
trying to recognize the pattern of wheels and the base of a car facing a certain angle. 
On the other hand, the patterns of filters from higher layers are not as easy to understand compared to 
filters from middle layers. 
 
3.4	Interpretation:	Spatial	Attribution	
The spatial attribution interface enables us to detect the spatial attribution relation between two 
selected layers. By hovering the cursor over the right image (from a higher layer), we can see how much 
activation was attributed to bright patches in the lower layer. Vice versa, by hovering the cursor over the 
left image (from lower layer), the bright patches on the right image indicate how much and where the 
current area is contributing in the higher layer. 
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Figure 3.9: Semantic dictionary interface 
By moving the cursor around the image, the brightness was the highest when the cursor was over the 
end of the car that was closer to the camera, while the second brightest spot corresponded to the 
further end of the car. Moreover, compared to when the cursor is at the center of the car, it is slightly 
brighter when the cursor is on the outline of the car. If I am asked to do classification on the direction of 
a car, I would also pay more attention to the ends of the car and the outline of the car to feel the 
direction. It seems the GoogleNet is using the same strategy a human would naturally use. 
 
3.5	Interpretation:	Semantic	Dictionary	
The semantic dictionary interface shows the visualization of four filters that give the highest response 
for that patch selected by the cursor. As shown in figure 3.9, the user moves the cursor to hover on the 
image on the left, and the four visualizations will be shown on the right with a gray bar indicating the 
magnitude of the response of that filter. 
The semantic dictionary is performed by computing the activation of all neurons in a certain layer after 
feeding in an image. Sorting is then performed to find the four highest activations, thus finding the 
filters. 
With a spatial attribution interface, we observed that the response is stronger on the outline of the car, 
and that is corroborated with the semantic dictionary. We can see that for the middle layers (from layer 
mixed_4d to mixed_5b), there is a slight drop in magnitude when we slide the cursor horizontally to 
center of the car. 
There is another interesting finding. In the lower layers, sometimes the background areas cause high 
response, which is undesirabel. But when it goes to the top layers (mixed_5b, mixed_5c), the 
unexpected high response on a white background disappears, and the response pattern centers nicely 
around the car.  
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Figure 3.10: Interface of channel attribution at layer mixed_4c (class 4 vs class 11) 
3.6	Interpretation:	Channel	Attribution	
After the user feeds in an image, specifies a layer, and sets the correct class label and a wrong class 
label, the channel attribution interface shows which filters contribute the most to make the correct 
classification, and which filters would contribute the most to negate that the input image belongs to the 
wrong class. For instance, by feeding in a pickup truck image from class 4, like the image at the lower left 
corner of figure 3.10, specifying the correct class label, “4”, and a wrong class label, “11”, we will get 
three filters on the left voting for class 4 and three on the right negating for class 11. 
Channel attribution is a little bit more complex than semantic dictionary. The first step is to feed in the 
image and evaluate its activation at the specified layer. Then a gradient between logit difference of the 
two classes and the layer’s activation is computed. Lastly, the gradient is multiplied with activation to 
get a linear approximation attribution, and all values in the same channel are summed up, which gives 
us the attribution from each channel. 
This experiment sheds some lights on what patterns are used to distinguish two certain classes. From 
figure 3.10, we can see that the wheels and base lining up to a direction is an important pattern. 
Furthermore, for both classes, at least one filter in the top three filters is looking for a pattern with clear 
direction information. 
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4.	Conclusion	
By applying interpretation methods to the GoogleNet which was trained to classify the direction of cars, 
we received some insights on how the model makes inferences. From channel attribution, we found that 
the patterns of wheels, base and lines are important patterns on which the model depends. Regarding 
spatial attribution, the model is paying more attention to the closer end, further end and the outline of a 
car in middle layers, while in the top layers, the attention is on the center of the car. Also, high response 
on a white background area disappears as we move higher, indicating that the GoogleNet will find the 
most important area in the end, though it may make a detour in the middle. 
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Appendix	A:	Colab	notebook	
Spatial Attribution: 
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1bmHWfw1up_Ct6iiVD5KqwrzYvn8Q0fVw#scrollTo=AR9LqXn0-Eh0 
Semantic Dictionary: 
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1aDIk5AIf4sUajStACvp6oWAXInBsthyf#scrollTo=A4ZD0CftV6Kc 
Channel Attribution: 
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1rdu6hVnJfkFPk3Sc2SaBL7HmZ4um8N1j#scrollTo=CGKiP5Pr2pci 
 
